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Introduction & Problem Statement
In 2017, the emergence of ICO fever has changed the fundraising landscape of the
cryptocurrency industry forever. It is estimated that about $6.88 billion US dollars were
raised by a total of 4,003 projects in the 1st quarter of 2018. However, almost 50% of the
ICO projects are reportedly dead based on a Fortune news article posted in February 2018.
Thus, begins the longest crypto winter that the industry ever experienced.
Fast forward to 2021, a similar ICO craze is brewing across the industry again - DeFi. The
increasing popularity of DeFi projects have brought a new wave of capital to the market,
along with a bundle of scams just like the ICO trend in 2017. With all the “rug-pulling” and
DeFi food projects, crypto newcomers are getting “slaughtered” like sheeps every day.
It does not matter whether it is the ICO craze or the new DeFi hype. The one thing that never
changes is that the cryptocurrency industry is never friendly to newcomers. The increasing
institutional interests like Grayscale’s $10 million crypto investment are only able to
accelerate crypto adoption to a certain extent, unless we are going to address the following
four crucial dilemmas of the industry:
i. Information Asymmetry
Information and knowledge regarding the blockchain and cryptocurrency industry are not
shared equally and effectively among communities, leading to the flagrant rise of scams and
pyramid schemes across the crypto space.
ii. Difficulty of Creating Exposure
Most cryptocurrency startups are constantly searching for the most cost-effective way to
build awareness in the industry, especially in the bear market. Relying on traditional
channels like roadshows and paid media is a great yet ineffective investment to any projects.
iii. Segregation of Community in Different Social Applications
The usage of multiple social applications like Twitter, Telegram and Discord makes it hard for
the crypto community to stay concentrated on one platform. This segregation results in
massive time and financial costs, resulting in community disengagement.
iv. Lack of Use Case and Token Utility
It is evident that most tokens and crypto projects rely mostly on hype to sustain in the market
with only little to zero utility. Unsurprisingly, the value of most 2017 tokens plunged to their
all-time low, causing a massive drop of market interest and the beginning of bear market.
With the newcomers leaving the market, crypto adoption remains as a distant dream yet
again.
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Torum: The first social media platform specially designed
for cryptocurrency users

From the failures of countless projects, Torum rises as the solution to the four industry
dilemmas covered in the introduction. By utilizing the concept of social media as its
foundation, Torum is set to form a one-stop crypto ecosystem that connects worldwide crypto
projects and communities together.
Before the emergence of Torum, a number of crypto social platforms already existed in the
industry. However, most platforms continue to advocate the concept of
“censorship-resistance”, “free speech” and “data-privacy” which do not resonate much with
the crypto community. The community can’t help but wonder: what’s the point of having so
many similar platforms?
Worse, due to the achievement of Steemit as the first decentralized blogging platform, many
platforms begin to imitate the success of Steemit in the shadow of a blogging approach. The
interface of a blogging platform greatly limits the expansion of platform features and
functionalities such as real-time messaging, custom emotes integration, etc. Since
interaction among users is greatly neglected, these platforms fail to deliver an actual
community building effort.
The fact that there is no clear winner among the crypto social media landscape implies that
the existing platforms fail to capture the interest of worldwide cryptocurrency communities.
Reflecting on the mistakes of these platforms, Torum discovered that the one element that
the cryptocurrency users are interested in is none other than - Cryptocurrency and
Blockchain Technology.
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Upon this discovery, Torum positions itself as the first social media platform that
advocates the concept of crypto-focused. By centering the interest of the community,
Torum is able to form a community base made of mostly cryptocurrency users. As the
community expands, the strong niche network effect will attract more cryptocurrency users
and projects to the platform.
Torum also dismisses the classic blogging interface approach and focuses on building a new
interface architecture with better feature scalability. As more users and projects join the
platform, Torum will gradually transcend into a fast-growing and scalable ecosystem, where
extensive features and functionalities that favor the crypto industry can be easily integrated.
The potential of connecting projects and communities under a single ecosystem presents the
respective solution to the four industry dilemmas:
i. Information Asymmetry
Since projects and communities are brought together on Torum, the ecosystem will become
a central source of crypto industry information. Every ecosystem member, especially crypto
newbies can get access to a bundle of industry information easily in one place.
ii. Difficulty of Creating Exposure
By forming a central social gathering hub for cryptocurrency users, projects can utilize Torum
as a brand new marketing channel to get the most cost-effective awareness and exposure.
Coupled with features like advertisements and boosted posts on Torum, projects no longer
need to rely on the existing expensive marketing alternatives in the market.
iii. Segregation of Community in Different Social Applications
On Torum, the community consists of mostly cryptocurrency users, which fosters a strong
crypto-oriented network effect. As the network effect grows stronger, crypto communities will
be using Torum to stay connected to one another without having the need to use existing
applications like Facebook, Twitter and Telegram.
iv. Lack of Use Case and Token Utility
Embracing the latest crypto innovations like DeFi and NFT is a strong demonstration of how
Torum introduces new use cases to the ecosystem. As the ecosystem expands, XTM, the
primary medium of exchange of the ecosystem will become one of the most heavily utilized
tokens in the crypto market. With the utilization potential elevated by the size of the
community, XTM is able to maintain a certain price stability potential, as compared to other
tokens.
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Why is social media used as the foundation of the Torum
ecosystem?
Network Effect and Critical Mass Effect
Based on what the industry has experienced from 2017 to 2021, failure to capture and
maintain community interest is the reason why most projects cease to exist. Torum’s answer
to this problem is to develop an ecosystem on top of a social media platform.
A social media platform is the perfect ingredient to create, develop and maintain the
community engagement of a project. By connecting every cryptocurrency user in a single
ecosystem, Torum is able to form a sustainable network and critical mass effect that will
bring new users into the ecosystem consistently.
Scalable Business Model
The idea of using a social media platform gives birth to a scalable business model of multiple
revenue streams. In fact, the ecosystem of Torum is the combination of a total of 10 different
utility features.
As the size of the community continues to grow, the utility of XTM and revenue generated
from the ecosystem will accelerate at a compounding rate. The more revenue and utility that
the ecosystem can accumulate, the bigger the incentive and value channeled back to every
XTM HODLer.
Without a social media platform, the ecosystem does not have the scalable factor to grow in
the bull run and sustain in the bear run.
Synergized Amplification Factor
Integrating a social media platform expands the synergizing potential among every Torum
ecosystem’s components.
Some examples of how a social media platform contributes a compounding value-adding
effect:
1. Artists can promote their NFT artworks on Torum, and utilize Torum as an NFT showroom
to display their precious NFT collections.
2. The community can gain access to a variety of DeFi services like liquidity farming and
cross-chain swapping.
3. Project supporters can maximize their chance of voting a new “Favourite Coin''
successfully through “Promoted Post” and “Ad Slots”.

(Note: Head over to XTM - Utility Token of The Torum Ecosystem section for more info)
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Core Features Within the Torum Ecosystem
Torum NFT Marketplace

The UI Concept of Torum NFT Marketplace: Home
Overview
Torum NFT marketplace, powered by XTM, is integrated into Torum social media to
accommodate the rising NFT-centric needs of the crypto communities. In addition to the
common NFT features, Torum NFT Marketplace is unique for the following benefits:
●

The NFT showroom for crypto artists
The Torum social profile can be used as a personal NFT showroom to display the
premium NFT collections of the community.

●

Social-NFT Crypto Ecosystem
Connecting a decentralized wallet to the NFT marketplace unlocks a series of social
elements, including the option to share NFTs to Torum social media for increased
promotion and exposure effect.

●

Programmable NFTs
Each Torum account will be provided with a customizable social NFT that acts as an
avatar-like biography on Torum. The NFT can be customized with a wide range of
cosmetics (from other projects) and account activeness of Torum, e.g., number of
followers, Shard counts, rate of mission completion (social incentive mechanism of
Torum), etc. In short, each programmable NFT represents the crypto identity of
everyone in the Torum ecosystem.
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Torum Airdrop

The UI Concept of the Airdrop Section of Torum
Overview
Torum Airdrop is designed to provide users with token incentives and also for projects to
acquire new users from the Torum community. Different than the common airdrop platforms,
Torum Airdrop offers the following benefits:
●

Premium access to the Torum community
Projects can acquire users from the Torum community that is formed from users of
over 205 different countries, particularly from the Western region.

●

Accurate market reach
As every user on Torum is a cryptocurrency enthusiast, projects are spending the
airdrop budget cost-effectively to the right market.

●

Lower risk exposure to scams
Before an airdrop campaign can be launched, projects will need to pass a strict due
diligence process from Team Torum, ensuring the highest quality airdrops for the
community.
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Torum News Section

The UI Concept of the News Section of Torum
Overview
Torum News is designed for users to catch up with the latest PR and media news of their
favorite crypto projects. The news section utilizes web crawlers to automatically generate
news with specific keywords that appear on major news and media platforms, forming a
collaborative solution between Torum, media sites, projects and users.
●

Watchlist feature
Users can follow closely to the latest updates of their favorite crypto projects or
blockchain ecosystems on a dedicated watchlist.

●

One-click spread feature
Torum News offers the speed and convenience of spreading media articles to their
followers for better engagement and discussions.

●

Your crypto news aggregator
Users can utilize Torum as a first-hand source of information as all the latest news
from media parties are compiled and presented neatly on Torum News. The
integration will generate sustainable traffic to news media as users will need to visit
the sites for the complete article.
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Torum NFT Launchpad

The UI Concept of Torum NFT Launchpad
Overview
Torum NFT Launchpad is the launchpad feature built on Torum Finance, the DeFi platform of
the Torum ecosystem. The launchpad brings an innovative crowdfunding model, where
projects can choose to back the NFT series with their own native tokens and also XTM, the
native token of Torum.
The NFT-backing model enables Torum and the issuing projects to form a closer
collaboration, and also connects the interest of the communities from both sides to the NFT
launch event.
The NFT launchpad also contributes to the token utility of XTM, where a fixed amount of
XTM has to be purchased from the market and burned before it is available for projects to
use.
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Torum Lounge

The UI Concept of Torum Lounge
Overview
Torum Lounge is an audio board room that is designed for crypto projects and community
owners. The exclusive feature offers an interactive live-streaming experience that includes
tipping, emojis, etc, to the Torum community.
Torum Lounge is able to offer the following benefits:
●

The Clubhouse of the crypto industry
Torum Lounge is suitable to host real-time AMA, fireside chats, podcasts, discussion
panels, meetups, conferences, and any other audio events.

●

Speech-to-text automatic translation
Every word spoken during the session of Torum Lounge is automatically translated
into text form, offering the community to choose how they wish to partake in the
events according to their personal preferences (text or audio, or both).
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Torumgram

The UI Concept of Torumgram
Overview
Torumgram is a bridging feature that connects Telegram onto Torum, essentially allowing the
community to use Telegram directly on Torum. The smart integration is designed to reduce
the user friction process of the platform and build Torum as a major community building
channel for the cryptocurrency projects and users.
For projects, they can
● Streamline any official announcements on Telegram to Torum
● Focus on acquiring new users from Torum while maintaining the Telegram group and
chats
For users, they can
● Follow the Telegram groups and channels of their favorite projects
● Customize notifications using keywords to avoid missing out from certain topics in a
Telegram group, such as AMA, product launch, listing, etc
● Filter out any contacts with strangers or irrelevant parties on Telegram
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Torum Finance

Overview
Torum Finance is the DeFi staking platform of the Torum ecosystem, empowering the Torum
community with a one-stop access to DeFi services. The v1.0 platform features the Torum
NFT launchpad and introduces:
●

Social Farming
The activeness of a Torum account can be used to upgrade the liquidity providing
(LP) stake of the account holder for a greater LP profitability.

●

NFT Farming
A staking gamification which allows users to stake an NFT sold from the ISNO event
of Torum for a LP stake upgrade effect, ranging from 5% to 25%.

●

Time-based Farming
A user who staked the LP tokens for a longer duration will automatically receive a
certain amount of LP upgrade buff. The longer the staking duration, the bigger the LP
upgrade buff.

●

Cross-chain Swapping
Users will be given the flexibility to swap XTM tokens in 3 different blockchains Ethereum, HECO chain and Binance Smart Chain.
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XTM - The Utility Token of Torum Ecosystem

To tackle the lack of token utility dilemma of the industry, XTM is adopted and integrated as
the primary medium of exchange across the Torum ecosystem. XTM is designed to
become the backbone of the Torum ecosystem, forming a consistent value-driven network
for every XTM holder.
As soon as XTM is reflected in the Torum wallet, every Torum user is able to utilize Torum for
the following purposes:
1. Supporting the community with crypto-themed gifts
Support Feature is an innovative tipping mechanism that involves purchasing and sending
different crypto-themed gifts to the community using XTM.
2. Buying & Selling in Torum NFT Marketplace
Torum NFT Marketplace is a one-stop gateway for the Torum community to list and trade
NFTs using XTM.
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3. Gain access to DeFi-related services on Torum Finance
Torum Finance is a DeFi Portal that allows the Torum community to use XTM for a variety of
DeFi services like lending and token swapping.
4. Boosting a Post or Thread
Content Boosting allows Torum members to promote their post or thread on top of the home
page of the community by spending XTM.
5. Bidding Advertisement Slots
Advertisement Slots are precious spots that anyone can bid to showcase his / her project,
business, NFTs or other crypto-oriented services using XTM.
6. Performing in-game purchase in Mining Simulator
Mining Simulator is an in-house developed game that allows the Torum community to
perform mining in a virtual metaverse. XTM is spent to upgrade their mining farm (mining
environment, mining rigs, power supply, ventilation system, etc.) in the game.
(More details about Mining Simulator will be released in the future)
7. Buying & Selling in Animated Emote Complex
Animated Emote Complex is a mini Marketplace for the Torum community to buy and sell
community-made emote packs using XTM.
8. Organizing Airdrop Events
Airdrop Organizer is a specialized feature that is designed for crypto projects to airdrop their
tokens or coins directly to the Torum community. This feature can only be unlocked using
XTM.
9. Subscribing to Premium Features
Premium Subscription allows both ordinary members and projects to unlock specialized
community building features and functionalities using XTM.
(More details about Premium Subscription will be released in the future, stay tuned)

10. Voting New Favourite Coin Initiative
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Favourite Coin Initiative is a community-centric feature for the community to vote for the
most popular cryptocurrency to be included in the Favourite Coin list on Torum. Every Torum
member can choose to display his / her favourite coins from over 100 choices in the profile
settings.

And more…
Torum has barely scratched the surface of token utility and will continue to develop more
concepts into XTM (including the concept of governance), by communicating with the
community from time to time for the most applicable feedback.

(Note: The utility feature of the Torum ecosystem is not final and is subject to change
according to a number of factors such as market condition, community preference, force
majeure, etc.)
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A Complete Ecosystem Cycle of XTM Utility
This section outlines the full cycle of XTM as the primary medium of exchange in the Torum
ecosystem.

A. XTM Distribution
1. Mission System (Social Incentive)
2. Marketing Collaborations
3. Token Sale
4. Exchange
5. Strategic Partnership
6. Team Allocation
B. Landers (Participants)
1. Community
2. Projects
C. Utility Spend
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1. Supporting The Community With Crypto-themed Gifts
2. Perform in-game Purchases in Mining Simulator
3. Buying & Selling at NFT Marketplace
4. Boosting a Post or Thread
5. Bidding Advertisement Slots
6. Liquidity Providing & Token Swapping in Torum Finance
7. Buying & Selling in Animated Emote Complex
8. Organizing Airdrop Event
9. Subscribing to Premium Features
10. Voting Favourite Coin Initiative
(Note: Look at XTM - Utility Token of The Torum Ecosystem for more detailed
explanation)
D. Ecosystem
-

The central gathering of all revenue of the entire ecosystem

E. Buyback & Burn mechanism
-

5% of the total XTM that is accumulated by the ecosystem every quarter will be sent
to blockchain addresses with no private key to reduce the total supply of XTM by
20%

F. Liquidity Provider (LP) Incentive
-

10% of the total token supply will be reserved as liquidity provider incentive and
distributed to liquidity farmers on Torum Finance in a fixed period of 33 months

(Note: The utility feature of the Torum ecosystem is not final and is subject to change
according to a number of factors such as market condition, community preference, force
majeure, etc.)
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Competitive Comparison & Value Proposition
Target Users

Crypto Marketing
Tools

Token Utility

UI/UX

Token
Supply

Crypto Users &
Projects

X

X

X

Fixed

BitClout

Creators &
Influencers

-

X

X

~

Trodl

Only Crypto
Users

-

X

X

Limited

Hive

Web 3.0
Enthusiasts

X

X

-

Inflation

Steemit

Bloggers

X

X

-

Inflation

Somee

Privacy-centric
Communities

-

-

-

Fixed

Noise.cash

Micro-bloggers

-

-

-

-

Torum

Value Proposition 1. — Crypto-focused Social Atmosphere
Being crypto-focused means every member, topic discussion, feature, culture, etc, resonates
directly to all cryptocurrency users. By maintaining its crypto identity, Torum is able to cut off
non-crypto (or irrelevant) users from the community, leaving only cryptocurrency users
remaining in the ecosystem.
As the number of unique Blockchain.com wallets crossed over 60 million mark, the
crypto-niche nature of Torum presents an attractive social gathering hub to all cryptocurrency
users that consists of both veterans and newbies.
Value Proposition 2. — A Perfectly Designed Ecosystem Business Model
Rising from the ashes of countless failed projects, Torum strives on achieving a
crypto-focused network effect by building its ecosystem on top of a social media platform.
The social media foundation acts as a powerful user attraction and retention factor that
consistently expands the community (or ecosystem participants) base.
Unlike other projects, the ecosystem of Torum is supported by at least 9 revenue streams
and 5 different methods to channel the ecosystem value back to the community.
Value Proposition 3. — Ecosystem-backed Utility Token
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A question that Torum received a lot is whether integrating a token is truly needed in its
ecosystem. Having XTM as the primary medium of exchange allows the ecosystem to
transfer value efficiently from one place to another.
It is equally important to note that there are 10 different use cases for XTM in the ecosystem.
As the network effect expands to every corner of the crypto space, the utility of XTM will
grow even bigger, bringing immense value back to every XTM HODLer.
Value Proposition 4. — Modern User Interface
Implementing a modern and friendly user interface (UI) accelerates the adoption and
network effect of Torum. With the current design, any new member can easily familiarize with
the features and functionalities of Torum in just 10 minutes.
Compared to other existing social media, Torum is more robust in terms of features, color
choices, learning curve and other UI/UX elements.
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Tokenomics

Total Token Supply
Token Type

: 800,000,000 units of XTM
: ERC-20 / HECO / BEP-20

Seed Round
: 32,825,000 units of XTM @ 4.103%
A total of 32,825,000 XTM is unlocked every month over a fixed period of 20 months,
starting from Month 1.
Pre-Sale
: 10,000,000 units of XTM @ 1.25%
A total of 10,000,000 XTM is offered for sale to Torum’s early adopters. 1,250,000 XTM will
be released monthly from TGE to Month 3. And 1,000,000 XTM will be released monthly
from Month 4 to Month 8.
Private Round
: 67,786,667 units of XTM @ 8.473%
A total of 67,786,667 XTM is offered for sale to the 21 strategic investors of Torum, including
Huobi Ventures, AU21, Consensus Lab, DFG, Waterdrip Capital, M6, and 15 other VCs.
Public Round - ISNO
: 1,750,000 units of XTM @ 0.219%
A total of 1,750,000 XTM will be offered for sale to the public through Initial Staking NFT
Offering that features 5 tiers of NFTs that come with a staking benefit and a fixed amount of
XTM locked inside it.
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Public Round - IDO
: 5,000,000 units of XTM @ 0.625%
A total of 5,000,000 XTM will be offered for sale to the public through an Initial DEX Offering
dual-launch event that is organized in collaboration with 2 IDO launchpads.
Marketing
: 100,000,000 units of XTM @ 12.5%
The tokens will be used on the marketing program and any promotional activity of Torum
over a fixed period of 49 months. The 100,000,000 XTM will go to influencer collaboration,
token sale promotion, ambassador program and any other relevant exposure-centric
purposes.
Reserve
: 82,638,333 units of XTM @ 10.33%
A total of 82,638,333 XTM will go straight to the reserve fund of Torum and be unlocked over
a fixed period of 48 months. The tokens will be stored in a cold wallet and remain untouched,
unless the stability and survivability of Torum is threatened by one or more factor(s)
regardless of internal or external.
Ecosystem
: 180,000,000 units of XTM @ 22.5%
The tokens will be distributed entirely to the community on Torum within TGE, starting from
TGE, followed by 48 months (expected). The 180,000,000 XTM provides the incentive for
early adopters to use and develop the Torum ecosystem together.
Liquidity Provider Incentive: 80,000,000 units of XTM @ 10.0%
The tokens will be provided to the liquidity providers of XTM market pairs managed by Team
Torum every month based on the concept of staking over a period of 33 months. A total of
80,000,000 XTM incentives will be assigned to the pool of AMM platforms on a pro-rata ratio.
Strat, Dev & Advisors
: 80,000,000 units of XTM @ 10.0%
The tokens will be used to invest in valuable connections and innovations that will speed up
the adoption of Torum in different strategic regions of the crypto space. A total of 80,000,000
XTM will go straight to the strategy and development fund of Torum and unlocked over a
fixed period of 49 months.
Team
: 160,000,000 units of XTM @ 20.0%
The tokens will not be unlocked for 13 months, starting from TGE. The tokens will be
unlocked every quarter over a period of 36 months, starting from Month 13. For transparency
purposes, the 160,000,000 XTM will be stored in a cold wallet, where its address will be
published to the public.

(Note: Please check out the tokenomics strategy of Torum for a better understanding.)
(Note: The tokenomics of the Torum ecosystem is not final and is subject to change
according to a number of factors such as market condition, community preference, force
majeure, etc.)
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Token Emission Schedule

Allocation (unit)

Allocation (%)

Seed Round

32,825,000

4.103

Private Round

67,786,667

8.473

Pre-Sale

10,000,000

1.250

Public Round - ISNO

1,750,000

0.219

Public Round - IDO

5,000,000

0.625

Liquidity Provider Incentive

80,000,000

10.00

Ecosystem

180,000,000

22.50

Team

160,000,000

20.00

Marketing

100,000,000

12.50

Strat, Dev & Advisors

80,000,000

10.00

Reserve

82,638,333

10.33

(Note: The token emission schedule is not final and is subject to change according to a
number of factors such as market condition, community preference, force majeure, etc.)
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Disclaimers
PLEASE READ THIS SECTION AND THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS ENTITLED
"DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY", "NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES",
"REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY YOU", "CAUTIONARY NOTE ON
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS", "MARKET AND INDUSTRY INFORMATION AND
NO CONSENT OF OTHER PERSONS", "NO ADVICE", "NO FURTHER INFORMATION OR
UPDATE", "RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION", "NO OFFER OF
SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION" AND "RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES" CAREFULLY. IF
YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD
CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).
XTM tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This White
Paper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to
constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction.
This White Paper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to sell, or any
solicitation of any offer by the distributor/vendor of the XTM tokens (the "Distributor") to
purchase any XTM tokens nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the
basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision. No
person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the sale
and purchase of the XTM tokens or other form of payment to be accepted on the basis of
this White Paper.
No regulatory authority has reviewed or approved any of the information set out in
this White Paper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory
requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this
White Paper does not imply compliance with applicable laws, regulatory requirements or
rules.
The business and operations of Torum and the XTM tokens (all of which are
mentioned in this white paper) are subject to risks and uncertainties.
This White Paper, any part thereof and any copy thereof must not be taken or
transmitted to any country where distribution or dissemination of this White Paper is
prohibited or restricted.
No part of this White Paper is to be reproduced, distributed or disseminated without
including this section and the following sections entitled "Disclaimer of Liability", "No
Representations and Warranties", "Representations and Warranties By You", "Cautionary
Note On Forward-Looking Statements", "Market and Industry Information and No Consent of
Other Persons", "Terms Used", "No Advice", "No Further Information or Update",
"Restrictions On Distribution and Dissemination", "No Offer of Securities Or Registration"
and "Risks and Uncertainties".
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A. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY.
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules,
Torum shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of
any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or
profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or
reliance on this White Paper or any part thereof by you.
B. NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.
Torum does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation,
warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any
representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness
of any of the information set out in this White Paper.
C. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY YOU.
By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this White Paper or
such part thereof (as the case may be), you represent and warrant to Torum as follows:
(a) you agree and acknowledge that the XTM tokens do not constitute securities in
any form in any jurisdiction;
(b) you agree and acknowledge that this White Paper does not constitute a
prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of
securities in any jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment in securities and you are not
bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment and no cryptocurrency or other
form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this White Paper;
(c) you agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or
approved of the information set out in this White Paper, no action has been or will be taken
under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and the publication,
distribution or dissemination of this White Paper to you does not imply that the applicable
laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with;
(d) you agree and acknowledge that the promise and/or completion of this White
Paper, or future trading of XTM tokens on any cryptocurrency exchange, shall not be
deemed by you to indicate the value of Torum, XTM tokens (all as referenced in this White
Paper);
(e) the distribution or dissemination of this White Paper, any part thereof or any copy
thereof, or acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable
laws, regulations or rules in your jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in relation to
possession are applicable, you have observed and complied with all such restrictions at your
own expense and without liability to Torum;
(f) you have a basic degree of understanding of the operation, functionality, usage,
storage, transmission mechanisms and other material characteristics of cryptocurrencies,
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blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage
mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract technology;
(g) you agree and acknowledge that neither Torum nor the distributor shall be liable
for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other damages in tort, contract or
otherwise (including, without limitation, loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or
data) arising out of or in connection with your acceptance of or reliance on this white paper
or any part thereof; and
(h) all of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and
not misleading from the time you obtain and/or accept this white paper or part thereof.
D. CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS.
All statements contained in this White Paper, statements made in press releases or
in any place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by Torum or
their respective directors, executive officers or employees acting on behalf of Torum (as the
case may be), that are not statements of historical fact, constitute "forward-looking
statements".
Some of these statements can be identified by forward-looking terms such as "aim",
"target", "anticipate", "believe", "could", "estimate", "expect", "if", "intend", "may", "plan",
"possible", "probable", "project", "should", "would", "will" or other similar terms. However,
these terms are not the exclusive means of identifying forward-looking statements. All
statements regarding Torum’s financial position, business strategies, plans and prospects
and the future prospects of the industry which Torum is in are forward-looking statements.
These forward-looking statements, including but not limited to statements as to Torum’s
revenue and profitability, prospects, future plans, other expected industry trends and other
matters discussed in this whitepaper regarding Torum are matters that are not historic facts,
but only predictions. These forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual future results, performance or
achievements of Torum to be materially different from any future results, performance or
achievements expected, expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. These
factors include, amongst others:
(a) changes in political, social, economic and stock or cryptocurrency market
conditions, and the regulatory environment in the countries in which Torum conducts its
respective businesses and operations;
(b) the risk that Torum may be unable to execute or implement their respective
business strategies and future plans;
(c) changes in interest rates and exchange rates of fiat currencies and
cryptocurrencies;
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(d) changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of
Torum;
(e) changes in availability and fees paid to distributors in relation to Torum's
respective business and operations;
(f) changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required by Torum
to operate their respective businesses and operations;
(g) changes in preferences of customers of Torum;
(h) changes in competitive conditions under which Torum operate, and the ability of
Torum to compete under such conditions;
(i) changes in the future capital needs of Torum and the availability of financing and
capital to fund such needs;
(j) war or acts of international or domestic terrorism;
(k) occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters and acts of God that affect
the businesses and/or operations of Torum;
(l) other factors beyond the control of Torum; and
(m) any risks and uncertainties associated with Torum and its business and
operations, XTM tokens (all referred to in the White Paper).
All forward-looking statements made by or attributable to Torum are expressly
qualified by these factors.
Given that risks and uncertainties that may cause the actual future results,
performance or achievements of Torum to be materially different from that expected,
expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements in this White Paper, undue reliance
must not be placed on these statements.
These forward-looking statements are applicable only as of the date of this White
Paper.
Torum does not represent, warrant and/or guarantee that Torum's actual future
results, performance or achievements will be consistent with those discussed in these
forward-looking statements. Torum's actual results, performance or achievements may differ
materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements. Torum's actual results,
performance or achievements may differ materially from those anticipated in these
forward-looking statements.
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Nothing contained in this White Paper is or may be relied upon as a promise,
representation or undertaking as to the future performance or policies of Torum.
Further, Torum disclaims any responsibility to update any of those forward looking
statements or publicly announce any revisions to those forward-looking statements to reflect
future developments, events or circumstances, even if new information becomes available or
other events occur in the future.
E. MARKET AND INDUSTRY INFORMATION.
This White Paper includes market and industry information and forecasts that have been
obtained from internal surveys, reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as market
research, publicly available information and industry publications. Such surveys, reports,
studies, market research, publicly available information and publications generally state that
the information that they contain has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but
there can be no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such included information.
No person, other than the directors, officers and employees of Torum, has consented to the
inclusion in this White Paper of his or her name and/or other relevant information attributed
or deemed to be attributed to such person and no representation, warranty or undertaking is
made or claimed to be made by such person as to the accuracy or completeness of such
information, and such person is under no obligation to provide any updated information.
While Torum have taken reasonable actions to ensure that the information is extracted
accurately and in its proper context, Torum have not conducted any independent review of
the information extracted from third party sources, verified the accuracy or completeness of
such information or ascertained the underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein.
During this period, Torum has not conducted any independent review of information
extracted from third party sources, nor has it verified the accuracy or completeness of such
information or determined the underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein.
Accordingly, none of Torum's directors, officers or employees acting on their behalf make
any representations or warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of such information,
nor are they obligated to provide any updates to such information.
F. TERMS USED.
In order to facilitate a better understanding of the Torum tokens purchased, and the business
and operations of Torum, certain technical terms and abbreviations are used in this White
Paper and, in some cases, their descriptions. These descriptions and designations should
not be taken as definitive in their meaning and may not conform to standard industry
meanings or usage.
G. NO ADVICE.
None of the information in this White Paper should be construed as commercial, legal,
financial or tax advice in relation to Torum, XTM tokens (each as referred to in the White
Paper). You should consult your legal, financial, tax or other professional advisers about
Torum and its respective business and operations, XTM tokens (as referred to in the White
Paper). You should be aware that you may be required to bear the financial risk of any
Torum tokens for an indefinite period of time.
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H. NO FURTHER INFORMATION OR UPDATE.
No person has been or is authorized to give any information or representation not contained
in this White Paper in connection with Torum and their respective businesses and
operations, the XTM tokens, and, if given, such information or representation must not be
relied upon as having been authorized by or on behalf of Torum. The Token Sale (as referred
to in the White Paper) shall not, under any circumstances, constitute a continuing
representation or create any suggestion or implication that there has been no change, or
development reasonably likely to involve a material change in the affairs, conditions and
prospects of Torum or in any statement of fact or information contained in this White Paper
since the date hereof.
I. RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION.
The distribution or dissemination of this White Paper or any part thereof may be prohibited or
restricted by the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case
where any restriction applies, you are to inform yourself about, and to observe, any
restrictions which are applicable to your possession of this White Paper or such part thereof
(as the case may be) at your own expense and without liability to Torum. Persons to whom a
copy of this White Paper has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or who
otherwise have the White Paper in their possession shall not circulate it to any other
persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute this White Paper or any information contained
herein for any purpose whatsoever nor permit or cause the same to occur.
J. NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION.
This White Paper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not
intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any
jurisdiction. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment and
no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this White
Paper. Any agreement in relation to any sale and purchase of XTM tokens (as referred to in
this White Paper) is to be governed by only the Terms of such agreement and no other
document. In the event of any inconsistency between the Terms and this White Paper, this
White Paper shall prevail. No such action has been or will be taken by us under the laws,
regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or
dissemination of this white paper does not imply compliance with applicable laws, regulatory
requirements or rules.
K. RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES.
Prospective purchasers of XTM tokens (as referred to in this White Paper) should carefully
consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties associated with Torum's business and
operations, XTM tokens (each as referred to in the White Paper), all information set out in
this White Paper and the Terms prior to any purchase of XTM tokens. If any of such risks
and uncertainties develop into actual events, the business, financial condition, results of
operations and prospects of Torum could be materially and adversely affected. In such
cases, you may lose all or part of the value of the XTM tokens.
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